
Welcome! Happy New Year!

Next Master Mind: February 20th

Steve Anderson in the Love Seat© !

Volunteer for March? _____________________

Q&A Call w/ Bill next Tuesday

Tonight:

We do a "level set" for the entire program in January of 

every year. This is ESPECIALLY valuable to know where 

you are and where you are headed. 

What is The Inevitable You® ?•

Why is this coaching system different and unique?•

Why you want to spend your valuable time to do the 

work here

•

How these tools, and upgrading your "mental software," 

will change everything for you and the results in your 

business in 2018!

•

And we will also be looking at:
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What is The Inevitable You®? WHY TIY?1.

Relationships/ Love “Software” (the masculine & feminine matrix) 2.

Deeper dive into The Inevitable You® (part II)3.

All about the MOW (why do it, what to expect, “neural snapshot,” 

blueprint/ design doc

4.

By now, you have received your analysis, and you have watched "Video 10"

Why do some change and others do not?  (flow tools) 

“Transformational” Psychology 

5.

Leadership, Part I, what is it? (IQ/ EQ)6.

Leadership, Part II, case studies, what goes wrong? How to fix...7.

“Gibb’s” Rules or, how to APPLY the new leadership tools that you 
have received

8.

Psychology of Wealth: financial MOW9.

Psychology of Wealth, Part II: case studies10.

Health, Energy, & Vitality11.

Master Map for the Master Mind!  
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Health, Energy, & Vitality11.

Goal Behavior & Psychology:  next year’s software, CANI the current 

year, & more!  (setting up next year for EPIC success!)

12.

BONUS ARCHIVE MATERIAL:

Parenting, "The Psychology of a Champion"•

Neural Communications package•

Goals/ Success NYR•

Stress: “eustress v. distress”•

Sales – The Psychology of a Closer•

NLP•

Spirituality•

PTSG (the challenge formerly known as PTSD)•

GVOY•

Fire Walk – Ignite Your Transformation•

More Leadership topics – Black belt Leadership pre-framing •

RCC (Love Seat©) •

Library/ archives!  (going over 3 years, that's over 36 recorded sessions...
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PLUS... All that is on the membership site

PLUS... YouTube's, podcasts, books chapters, extracts, articles, etc.

TIY (The Inevitable You® Coaching System) is designed for you to:

•awareness (layer 1)   = education, experience, focus on tools

•baseline (layer 2)      = really know where you are today

•analysis (layer 3)      = keep the pro’s/ discard the con’s

•design (layer 4)         = consciously create a new blue print

•implement (layer 5)  = tools, actions, results, measurements

•follow up (layer 6)    = spaced repetition and reinforcement

As you receive information....  (from where?  Master Mind, weekly Q & A 

webinars, archives, YouTube's / reading extracts, etc)

Process it for Truth/ Value...•

Determine HOW you will apply it...  If not, why not?   ASK FOR HELP!!!•

Iterate... Iterate... Iterate... !•
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Iterate... Iterate... Iterate... !•

Finally, realize this is a "forever" process!   You are with us for a YEAR!

"Windows" software each year!•

Whether it's: •

"plant - harvest - fallow - repeat"  or...  

"climb - fall - climb - consolidate - rest - repeat"  or ...   

"comfort - new magic - wisdom - repeat"  ....  etc...

What is your "software" to Love and Honor  and Enjoy this process?•

You are not broken, you never were.

You are loved.

You can do no wrong.

Everything is perfect just as it is.
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The tagline on the book cover says:  

The Foundation to:

Challenge your view of Reality

Evolve your vision of you

Transform your life!

One of my favorite metaphors to try and explain this you will love!  You have 
all experienced it:  That "perfect" "one-of-a-kind" most unique house -
distinctive, in a class by itself, unrivaled on its block!  

And we all know... it is not.  That is what EVERYONE writes - you rely on the 
realtor to guide you to find the best deal and what you most desire.

But what do you write when you truly are THAT rare, extraordinary find?  

What do you write??
===============

So take this to the bank - when I am talking hyperboles, I MEAN IT.

Why?  Because this system and approach and process taps into the deepest, 

most rarest part of you... where you are unstoppable.

You know it's possible... It just doesn't feel probable that is how your life  is 

going to play out.

So sit back, take great notes, challenge me... and let's do this!

This webinar is about The Inevitable You® Coaching System
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Motivation:

This is NOT:  
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And my FAVORITE:

It is NOT:  

Therapy:
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You don't get a diagnosis here, (you AREN'T your diagnosis - but you 

don't know that yet.)

In fact, the "power of labeling" is one of our most powerful 
tools!

What it is STILL NOT:

Rah-Rah cheerleading,

"come on, you CAN DO IT"
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It is not:   Tools 101
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A science:

The study success is well known:
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You most likely have ALL the puzzle pieces.... 

The REAL question is:  what "box top" are you using?

So... What will you do about it?  (studies show that most cannot...)

Which begs the question "why?"
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tools....tools....TOOLS!

I watch other speakers "intervene" and "fix"

Me?  

I want YOU to know...

To fix...

To teach!

So you get "tools" and metaphors and archetypes and 
stories and old country bromides...

...wrapped up in a named "tool"

"The Hard Drive"

Crucial!!  what is "software?"  what is "data?"  

why should you care?
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"the Software"
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Questions...

Commands...

Calculations...

Mutterings...

Context...

equals

Believe...

Fears...

Dreams..

equals

Think...

Feel...

Say...

Do...

and... Don't do...

and then we tell a story as to what's going on...
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Traditional psychology -- "personality baked in/ fixed"

Latest research in neural science -- "neural patterns are 
set"

AGE? _____

So, write down year you were:   _____

Now, write down the year your parents were:  ____

Windows '61   
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Thus, what is happening is that are most struggle to tap 
Greatness, handle adversity, believe in more....

And it is 2018... 
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We are constantly modifying what's in place... 
meaning... 

...the "old house trailer" is always there.

Change is HARD.

Change is INCREMENTAL.

We want more... and we don't understand why we 
don't act that way.

...does the fat person want to be thin?

The challenge for most "growth theories/ systems" 
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...ALL diets work; we don't follow them.

The Inevitable You®  

R ≠  real.

Your "label"... your "diagnosis" ....
Equals certainty that you know you...  ≠  real.

Data is real.... software is not.

"Structure" is EVERYTHING.

Change is NEVER incremental.
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Change is NEVER incremental.

"in the 10"

You CAN NEVER deinstall Windows '61.

OSOTR / NSOTR

Now... you won't necessarily understand this all 

now... 

but I am planting seeds... 

AND... when you are in a quandary... ever... 

come back and review these sentences!
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It begins with “Family of Origin” programming.  (Win ’61)➢

Life experiences begin the modification process.➢

However, modifications are allowed/disallowed based on “the belief 
system” and other software limitations.

➢

Reality is driven, for most, by “evidence v. beliefs.”➢

Arriving at an active blueprint with an active architect.➢

So ask yourself, who is your architect?➢

How much of your architect do you “own?”➢

Thus, how much of the current “blueprint” do you own?➢

If given the chance, would you modify this a little, or a lot?

The Inevitable® Foundation for Transformation
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There are generally three parts to extraordinary 
acceleration and uplift of your life and business models.

The toolbox: is it real? Do the tools work? Can you use and apply them? Can you 

use and apply them in every circumstance (particularly intense, crucial 

times.) Does the toolbox explain or help you when things don't work the way you 

think they should? And more…

a.

Now that you have new tools, do you BELIEVE? (2nd map)b.

This is a belief in yourself1.

This is a belief in the teacher2.

This is a belief in the tools themselves, and so much more.3.

It can't be an intellectual exercise. It can't be "toe-in-the-water" and hope you 

can walk into deeper water and eventually get used to it. (Hint: think 

“cannonball!”)

You can't "think about using it," because almost always, eventually, you 

won't. Old You takes over. 

The most important sentence here? Put the emotion in your body you would 
have when New is real. That will ensure the belief is wired.

o ARE THE TOOLS REAL?                                                

o DO YOU BELIEVE (1. Teacher 2. Technology 3. YOU)                  

o How big is the request now?
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Last, how big of a request will you ask? (3rd map)c.

Not only does this take you into an exhilarating place, an adrenalized and awesome 

arena - dealing with your fears and discomfort and new failures causes Old You to 

pop up and attempt to guide you back to safety. It is not crucial that your request 

be "solve world hunger" ... what is crucial is that it's coming from the Inevitable 

You, a place of heart and soul and ultimate truth.

Therefore, here are your bottom line takeaways:

You have far more (virtually complete) control of your reality and what is 

happening to you and as a result, for you.

o

Sometimes, it is easier to believe this, other times, it is harder.o

You now take "different" New Actions. You get New Results.o

Tactically, it looks like this:
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Tactically, it looks like this:

Begin to process. Really attempt to look at every aspect, and certainly, the most 

important aspects, in a new way. When you change the way you look at things, the 
things you look at will change.

o

What do you most like? What most resonates with you? What can you use 

immediately to begin small, medium, and large shifts to either fix and heal 

something or inspire and growth something?

o

What do you not like? It may be something you disagree with, it may even irritate 

and anger you. Can you articulate it? Can you examine it in the cold light of day 

and begin to understand what is really bothering you about it?

o

Also catalog those things that you simply don't understand. It may be my notations 

or "scribbled writing" or it may be the concept or aspects of the concept itself. You 

will want to begin to catalog these so that you can ask questions, research 

information, and be prepared at some point to addresses. Trust me, if I've taken the 

time to present it to you, it most likely will have some important meaning at some 

point in your journey.

o

As you go about your day, do you know exactly what you would change? Is it a 

word, a sentence, a thought, or a conversation with someone? Is it an emotion, a 

fear or an uncomfortable/unsettled feeling? Is it a different action, a different 

result, or something different that must happen or react around you?

o

Then, HOW would you change it? What tool? How would you apply that tool? Are 

you prepared to do that, be uncomfortable again in the quest for New?

o
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DO YOU BELIEVE? In you, in NEW YOU? In the tools? That you WILL use and 

solve and eventually attain the new result/ the new outcome you wish?

o

Do you know the "why" when you fluctuate here? Can you face it? Can you 

articulated?

o

Are you taking New Actions? Are they producing what you want? When you 

stumble, do you "get up" and re-assert yourself no matter how silly or stupid you 

feel?

o

And the same question from above applies: Do you know the "why" when you 

fluctuate here? Can you face it? Can you articulated?

o

Iterate, iterate, ITERATE!o

Paying close attention to when "old software" leads you to comfort and safety, 

denying that Greatness truly awaits YOU.

More than assigning right or wrong to these scenarios, assign consciousness. You 

can assign the consequences which ALSO means you can assign the "and" tool. I 
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More than assigning right or wrong to these scenarios, assign consciousness. You 

can assign the consequences which ALSO means you can assign the "and" tool. I 
want great success at work AND I want to be happy. I know more than "I don't 
know." I can and I will find this!
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We ALL journal

We ALL log information all the time

WRITING it down... "collapses" the quantum reality of it.

-when you "see" it in black and white...

-what is your deepest Truth?

The "power" questions:

To change the quality of your life (and business)

Change the quality of your hardest question!

We ALWAYS find an answer (if it is THE real question!)

and why must you write down so much?
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The Six Layer Strategic/Tactical Approach Model:

awareness (layer 1)         = education, experience, focus on tools•

baseline (layer 2)              = really know where you are today•

analysis (layer 3)              = keep the pro’s/ discard the con’s•

design (layer 4)                  = consciously create a new blue print•

implement (layer 5)          = tools, actions, results, measurements•

follow up (layer 6)              = spaced repetition and reinforcement•

The MOW Analysis will blow your doors off.... It allows 

you to see things very differently than you have before...

Which is where the REAL WORK & PROGESS begins!

At an unprecedented speed and depth!

Do Your MOW!
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Conclusion:
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